
Hi, I’m Tiffany 
and this is  
my portfolio.

Tiffany Hong Design

Art director & digital designer



Hearst 
Publications
The Brief

Set direction and create static and animated digital  
assets for online articles across all publications  
including ELLE, Harper’s Bazaar, Esquire, Cosmopolitan, 
Marie Claire, Good Housekeeping and Seventeen.

The Approach

Worked directly with editors and copywriters on each 
story and narrative so that the best possible supporting 
artwork could be created to accompany each online  
article/story. The assets created usually involved  
collaging images, animating text headers, illustrating 
graphic elements to accompany images, and using both 
images and video to create visually compelling stories.

Creative Direction Digital design Animation





Hugo Boss for Esquire





Bloomingdale’s for ELLE



Hearst Digital 
Summit

Art direction Branding Event Design

The Brief

Create branding and visual identity to execute across 
various online and offline materials (presentations, 
signage, stickers, notebooks, digital posters, etc.) for 
Hearst’s annual internal digital summit held in NYC.

The Approach

Based on the the message of “winning in a consumer- 
driven world,” a bold and vibrant approach was taken to 
make Hearst’s brands stand out as consumer oriented  
and focused, catering to all of the publications’ audiences.









Aloft
Home

Art direction Photography Web Design Branding

The Brief

Design a complete visual identity. brand style guide,  
and website for Aloft Home, a direct to consumer  
home linens brand with an emphasis on using anti- 
bacterial fabrics.

The Approach

Keeping in mind the science and technology behind  
the products, an identity was created that looks clean,  
approachable, reliable, and smart with the use of  
original imagery, layouts, and colors that are simple, 
modern, and elegant.



Photography



Website





Brand book





Worth & Worth

Art direction Web Design

The Brief

Re-design Worth & Worth’s home page to better  
showcase new hat designs for both men and women 
but also highlight the community around the brand.

The Approach

Worth & Worth’s products speak for themselves as one 
of a kind, bespoke hats. The design was kept simple 
and some interactivity was added to the page so that on 
hover, the user can see different angles of the hat. The 
community was also very important to the brand so an 
instagram carousel was added to the page to highlight 
that aspect. 



Website



Lead the future 
campaign

Art direction SoMe

The Brief

Create an eye catching social media campaign to  
encourage women to pursue degrees in STEM  
(Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics). 

The Approach

It was important to create a fresh, diverse, and fun  
campaign for such a worthy cause where young  
women could actually see themselves in one of these 
fields by giving a sense of what that universe could look 
like, which is why the collage approach was taken.



Social media campaign



Speaker posts



Samsøe  
Samsøe

Art direction Concept SoMe

The Brief

Conceptualize a social media campaign and store  
window campaign inspired by the Samsøe Samsøe  
Pre-Spring 2021 line.

The Approach

Accentuate and bring the clothing to life by using  
vibrant and bold colors along with simple and clean  
typography, letting the images and pieces speak  
for themselves.



Style guide



Social posts



Social posts



Window campaign



Window campaign



Thank you

Get in touch!

t: +44 07763415255
e: tiffhong02@gmail.com
w: www.tiffanyhongdesign.com
s: linkedin.com/tiffanyhong1

Tiffany Hong Design

http://www.tiffanyhongdesign.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tiffanyhong1/

